
Dear Mr. Rosenfeld, 	 2/16/92 

George 	
asked 

e Will's assistant, Joseph Erlinger, two me for copies of my correspondence 

with Olivee -'tone for Will. Weither his envelope not letterhead includes any address. 

Instead of sending these to Will c/o the Post, on the chance they might interest you 

I send them to you, asking you to please route them to him. Thanks. 

From what I've been told by what should be dependable sources, at least one 

associated with atone, he will soon be perpetrating the ultimate indecency in his 

commercialization and exploitation of the jFK assassination: having it used as edu- 

cational in schools! 

I'm told that the paperback of the script is due to be issued within a month and 

that it iu to be accompanied with something for teachers-So they can use it in 

classes! 

While I have no personal knowledge I presume Warner will be the publisher. 

The 1/24 Phila. Inquirer reported that thj.s is already being done and that there 

is considerable discussion of it. 

Colleges and high schools both are using that trash already in Pennsyllania from 

that story. 

That the professors and teachers have no fact available to 'them for making judgements 

encourages their use of this disinformation as reporting our actual history when it is no 

such ting at all. Stone has done more than could have been expected to perpetrate this 

additional fraud, that he recorded our history. 

I know I sent George la.rciner at least some of what I received on this. If you know 

of anyone who could be interested, I have a rather large file now anyone can go over and 

copy.Stone insisted to the end that he yielded to nobody on "fact," a direct quote. 

What a monster! 

Sincerely, 

-(C/1-i‘?-6t/ V 
Marold Weisberg 
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OFFICE OF 

GEORGE F. WILL 
1/14/92 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, ND 21702 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Thank you for your letter of December 26. Presently, Mr. Will is 
out-of-town so I was unable to see if he had any interest in the 
subject matter which you present. If you can send me the copies of 
the letters which you sent to Oliver Stone, it would be greatly 
appreciated. I will see that Mr. Will sees this material when he 
returns. 

Sincerely, 

oseph M. Erlinger 
Assistant to Nr. Will 
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Mr . Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21702 

THE BILL OF RIGHTS 
200 YEARS OLD 

AND STIL:_ WORKING 
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